We analyzed the electron arrival time signal measured in pure oxygen and in dilute oxygen-argon mixtures by using a double shutter electron drift tube with variable drift distance and derived the density normalized attachment coefficient for respective gases. The present attachment coefficient detennined for pure oxygen agreed well with previously reported values and we confirmed that the present apparatus was useful in determining electron attachment coefficient even if there were no ionization, when there will be no steady state current growth and, hence, the steady state Townsend (SST) method can not be applied in principle. The measured attachment coefficients in the mixtures agreed very well with the calculation using our latest cross section set for the oxygen molecule and that will be a confirmation for the validity of the cross section set.
Introduction
Oxygen is probably one of the most thoroughly studied molecules among other electro-negative gas molecules. And its electron attachment has been attracting attentions of many investigators.
Bradbury (1) determined the probability of electron attachment in oxygen and its mixtures with nitrogen, argon, and helium. Chanin et a1. (2) measured the attachment coefficient in pure oxygen and in oxygen-helium mixtures as a function of E/N and determined the two-body and the three-body attachment coefficients of oxygen at various gas pressures at two different temperatures.
Aleksandrov(3) studied theoretically three-body electron attachment to the oxygen molecule using the Bloch-Bradbury mechanism. Phelps (4) compiled a set of electron collision cross sections of the oxygen molecule basically from electron transport data measured in pure oxygen.
We also have been measuring the drift velocity and the longitudinal diffusion coefficient in dilute oxygen-argon mixtures and in pure oxygen in order to determine an accurate set of electron collision cross sections for the oxygen molecule in lower electron energy range. The transport coefficients were measured by using a double shutter electron drift tube with variable drift distance and the measured arrival time distributions sometimes showed appreciable electron loss, possibly due to electron attachment, in low E/N both in the mixtures and in pure oxygen. This electron loss, in one hand, disturbed our measurement but it, on the other hand, may possibly provide a new method for the measurement of electron attachment coefficients.
In the present study, we analyzed the measured arrival time distributions and tried to derive the electron attachment coefficient from them .
Experimental Procedure
The apparatus, a double shutter electron drift tube , used in the present measurement was described in detail previously (5) and its details will not be given here, but it should be noted here that its drift distance was variable from 1 to 10cm and the arrival time distribution of electron pulse emitted at the first shutter was recorded at several drift distances, typically 2-10cm when measurements were possible. A typical example of the arrival time distributions Td, N the measurement the bias voltage and the shutter pulse height to each shutter were unaltered in order to keep the electron transmission through the shutter constant, and we assumed the area under each distribution was directly proportional to the electron number n arriving at the second shutter. Estimated diffusion length by using the transverse diffusion coefficient from our Boltzmann analysis was typically less than 2.5cm in 10<E/N<100 Td. This result can be compared with the inner radius of the present apparatus (=5cm) and we, therefore, neglected the transverse diffusion loss of electrons in the present measurement. or log (n/n0), where no is the number of electrons arriving at the second shutter at the minimum drift distance, against the drift distance show good linearity as shown in figure 2 and we determined the attachment coefficient from the slope of the linear plot. In the low E/N in the present study, we can apparently disregard the ionization by electron collisions. That was also confirmed by the Boltzmann equation analysis separately. The density normalized attachment coefficient, n /N, was measured in pure oxygen and in the 1.01% and 4.994% oxygen-argon mixtures. The mixtures were composed of pure oxygen (99.99% purity) and argon (99.9999% purity) and the actual mix ratio was determined by using a gas chromatography test.
All measurements were carried out at room
The range of the present measurements was summarized in Table 1 . Accuracy of the present attachment coefficient was mainly determined by the stability of the electrometer and the error limit for the experimental results was hard to specify, but typical scatters of the measured values at different pressures at each E/N was less than 12% except for over the E/N range where three-body attachment process was appreciable. The present attachment coefficient measured in low E/N (E/N<8 Td), on the other hand, showed a sharp dependence on the gas number density and increased linearly as the gas number density increased at each E/N. Typical arrival time distributions observed at different gas number densities in this E/N range (E/N=4 Td, N=28.28, confirmed. This linear dependence of the coefficient on the gas number density clearly indicates, that the working attachment process in this E/N range is three-body process. From the figure, the density dependence in both mixtures in lower E/N (E/N<0.5 Td) is not seen so clear as in pure oxygen, but it also indicates that the working attachment process in this E/N range is three-body process of oxygen in dilute oxygenargon mixtures. In low E/N, where attachment is three-body, the higher oxygen concentration and, on the other hand, the opposite was the case in higher E/N, where attachment is two-body. In low E/N the electron energy distribution is nearly thermal and electron attachment rate is determined nearly by the oxygen concentration. But the two-body attachment process has its threshold (4.9eV) and the electron energy distribution in the mixture with higher oxygen concentration tends to be confined in lower energy range because of higher inelastic energy loss rate .
argon mixture is lower than in the 1 .01% oxygenargon mixture in E/N>1 Td.
Boltzmann Equation Analysis
The density normalized attachment and ionization coefficients in pure oxygen and the 1.01% and 4.994% oxygen-argon mixtures were analyzed by using a two-tern Boltzmann equation analysis. The cross section set for the argon atom determined by Nakamura and Kurachi (11) was used throughout the present study. The set of cross sections for the oxygen molecule used in the present study was also determined by us in order that the set was able to reproduce the drift velocity and the NDL in the oxygen-argon mixtures and in pure oxygen as well as the ionization and attachment coefficients in pure oxygen. The validity of the two-term approximation for the analysis of the electron transport coefficients in pure oxygen and the mixtures was confirmed by comparing the results by the two-term approximation with those by the Monte Carlo calculation at several E/N using the same sets of cross sections for argon and oxygen. Neither computer code of the present calculations includes the three-body attachment process and the results were compared only with the measured attachment coefficients of two-body process. The calculated attachment coefficient in pure oxygen was shown in figure 3 by the dotted curve and those in the 1.01% and 4.994% mixtures are shown by the solid and dotted curves in figure 8 , and agreement with the measurement was fairly well. The present cross section set for oxygen naturally can give the consistent attachment coefficient in pure oxygen, but it is also confirmed that the present cross section can reproduce the attachment coefficients measured in the present oxygen-argon mixtures fairly well . This fact is an additional confirmation of the validity of our latest cross section set for the oxygen molecule.
Conclusion
We analyzed the arrival time distributions of electron measured in pure oxygen and in the 1.01% and 4.994% oxygen-argon mixtures by using a double shutter drift tube with variable drift distance (1-10cm) and derived the density normalized electron attachment coefficient for respective gases . The present attachment coefficient determined in pure oxygen agreed well with the previously reported values and we confirmed that the present apparatus was useful in determining electron attachment coefficient even if there were no ionization, when there will be no steady state current growth and, hence, the SST method can not be applied to determine the attachment coefficient in principle. The measured attachment coefficients in the mixtures agreed very well with the calculation using our latest cross section set for the oxygen molecule and that will be a confirmation for the validity of the cross section set.
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